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**Abstract**

Controlling and predicting friction is a significant scientific and technological issue. It is our everyday experience that two smooth surfaces slide more easily over each other than two rough ones, due to interlocking of the rough surfaces. However, the interpretation of such friction forces is difficult since other contributions arise from e.g. adhesion forces, that are harder to control. Here, we demonstrate that designer macroscopic roughness can be used to control, dynamically tune and quantitatively predict friction. We show that the roughness allows to tune the friction coefficient by more than an order of magnitude, which can be explained completely by a simple Coulombic friction model. A kirigami metamaterial surface with externally tunable roughness allows us to show that this understanding of geometrical friction can be used to control on-the-fly the friction in a single system by dynamically controlling its roughness.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The major goal of tribology is to reduce friction and wear to increase energy efficiency [1]. For the vast majority of the surfaces encountered in nature and used in industry, the source of dry friction lies in the imperfections of the surfaces [2–4]. When rough surfaces slide over each other, the roughnesses will interlock, deform and consequently oppose the motion and generate friction [5–9]. At the same time, very smooth surfaces do not solve the problem of friction reduction either: the decrease of roughness to atomically flat level leads to a much higher friction due to an increase of the adhesion forces (van der Waals interactions, capillary forces, etc.) [10,11]. The competing effects of friction generated by roughness slopes that (almost) interlock and adhesion are notoriously difficult to disentangle, since the surface roughness typically spans all length scales from atomic to macroscopic [12–14].

Here we study the effect of interface geometry separately by macroscopic patterning, allowing to control and predict the friction that results from the interface geometry and separate it from the adhesion contributions. Tuning sliding friction by surface topography is a well developed area of research at the nanoscale [12,15–19] and at the macroscale [20–22]. Yet, a clear understanding of the role of interlocking and interface geometry vs. adhesion and hence quantitative predictions are still lacking. In many situations of practical importance, one would like to be able to control the friction of two given surfaces. We explore the ability to modify the friction force with designer surface roughness and show that the friction force can be tuned by more than an order of magnitude. We further explore the scalability and limits of such strategy as the roughness is scaled down towards the micrometer scales. Finally, we show here that by controlling the interface geometry, we can dynamically tune friction externally, without changing the slider. We achieve this by using kirigami metamaterial surfaces. Our work provides vistas for the use of geometry and metamaterials for the control of friction.

2. Method

2.1. Experimental protocol

We start by performing sliding experiments with surfaces with triangular teeth to evaluate the influence of macroscopic periodic roughness on the friction force. The macroscopic periodic roughness is fabricated on the surfaces of plastic, aluminium, stainless steel and Mylar objects (see Table S1); they are triangles with an interior angle \(\theta\) and a fixed height \(h\) of 3 mm as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2. On the Mylar surfaces we created tunable kirigami patterns that will be further introduced and discussed later in the text. The top surface is pulled over a bottom surface where, for simplicity, the top surface pattern consists of a single triangular tooth. The sliding experiments are performed with a stepper motor coupled to a load cell that horizontally pulls the top surface at an imposed constant sliding speed of 1 mm/s over the bottom surface. The pulling force \(F_T\) is monitored as a function of the sliding distance \(d\) while the gravitational force...
Whenslidenoneuphilloverthebottomsurface,monitoredwhichresultsinasquare-wavetyperesponse[Fig.1(a)]forthealuminium, aluminiumonstainlesssteel, stainlesssteel, and plasticsliders. Thered(top)andblue(bottom)continuouslinesrepresentthecalculatedmaximumandminimumfrictioncoefficient.

Whenardropsoffortrace,whenthetopofthetriangularpatternisreached,theforce drops and a constant (negative) force is observed formaximum(red),minimum(blue)andaverage(green)macroscopicfrictioncoefficient.

TableS1intheSupp.Mat.

Slidingexperimentswithtriangularpatternedsurfaces.(a)Experimentalsetupvisualizedfromthesideoftheslidingexperimentandthemonitoredpullingforceasafunctionofdistance d. As macroscopic roughness, a triangular pattern is fabricated with a fixed height of 3 mm and controlled angle θ. The observed square wave of the pulling force is shown for θ = 45° and θ = 60° in, respectively, black and grey. (b) Friction coefficient μ as a function of the angle θ for the maximum (red), average (green) and minimum (blue) friction, either measured (circles) or calculated (continuous lines) with Eqs. (2) to (4). (c) The maximum and minimum friction coefficient, normalized with the system-specificangle θ max as the slider slides downhill until it hits the next triangular pattern.

F G is the gravitational force, F G the normal force, F T the friction force and F H the horizontal pulling force.

F T is controlled by placing dead weights on the slider; see Table S2. The microscopic surface roughness is measured using laser-scanning profilometry (Keyence VK-X1000), which allows us to estimate the root-mean-square surface height variation S q, see Table S1 in the Supp. Mat.

2.2. Macroscopic roughness

The pulling force F T as a function of the sliding distance d is monitored which results in a square-wave type response [Fig. 1(a) bottom]. When the slider climbs uphill over the bottom surface, a high and constant tangential force F Tmax is measured. Subsequently, when the top of the triangular pattern is reached, the force drops and a constant (negative) force F Tmin is measured as the slider slides downhill until it hits the next triangular tooth. The plateau values F Tmax and F Tmin both increase when the patterning angle θ increases. Therefore, the interface geometry leads to significant variations of the friction force and an average friction force $F_T^{\text{avg}}$, which is larger than that of the flat surface $F_T^0 = \mu_0 F_G$.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Tuning friction

The roughness can be purposely changed to tune the magnitude of the friction force variations and its average. In Fig. 1(b) the influence of the angle θ is observed for maximum (red), minimum (blue) and average (green) macroscopic friction coefficient μ which is defined as the ratio of the measured tangential to the normal (gravitational) force. We find that the average friction coefficient increases by more than an order of magnitude when the patterning angle θ is varied from 20° to 60°. The influence of the angle θ on the friction coefficient can be understood by considering a simple Coulombic model. The maximum macroscopic friction coefficient, defined as the ratio of tangential to gravitational force $\mu_{\text{max}} := \frac{F_T^{\text{max}}}{F_G}$, can be written as

$$\mu_{\text{max}} = \frac{F_T \sin(\theta) + F_F \cos(\theta)}{F_T \cos(\theta) - F_F \sin(\theta)},$$

where $F_T$ and $F_F$ are the normal and tangential forces experienced by the slider when sliding uphill against a triangular tooth; see Fig. 2. The tangential force is set by the microscopic friction coefficient $\mu_0$ as $F_T = \mu_0 F_G$. The microscopic friction coefficient is measured during flat-on-flat sliding, i.e., $\theta = 0°$, with the same materials under the same conditions and is found to be $0.23 \pm 0.02$ for the aluminium sliders; see Table S2. Eq. (1) can be rewritten by defining the microscopic angle $\theta_0$ that accounts for the microscopic friction as:

$$\mu_{\text{max}} = \tan(\theta + \theta_0).$$

Similar to the maximum friction coefficient, the minimum and average friction coefficient can be derived likewise:

$$\mu_{\text{min}} = \frac{\tan(\theta - \theta_0)}{\tan(\theta + \theta_0) + \tan(\theta - \theta_0)},$$

$$\mu_{\text{average}} = \frac{\tan(\theta + \theta_0) + \tan(\theta - \theta_0)}{2}.$$

In Fig. 1(b) the model is shown as the continuous lines and captures the frictional behaviour of triangular patterned surfaces. The measured microscopic friction coefficient $\mu_0 = \tan(\theta_0)$ for the aluminium sliders was used to calculate the microscopic angle $\theta_0 = 13°$. The blue (grey) dashed area in Fig. 1(b) represents the tilt angles for which the interface is interlocked and can only be brought into motion after failure of the materials through for instance fracture or adhesive wear [23,24]. The large changes of frictional force and the interlocking as roughness is increased is applicable independently of the material of choice. Aluminium, stainless steel and plastic all exhibit this generic behaviour; using different $\theta_0$ for the different materials, a master curve can be created [see Fig. 1(c)], where the continuous lines follow from the simple geometrical model. The deviation
between the measurements and the calculation for \( \mu_{\text{max}} \) is likely a result of a small tilt of the slider when it slides down along the triangular pattern. In addition, we have extended the geometrical friction model to interfaces at which the roughness is no longer commensurable, i.e. the angles and heights at the top and bottom surfaces are different, see S2. Taking a bottom surface with systematically varying height and angle of the triangles, we find that the sliding friction is controlled by the lowest angle \( \theta \) of the two surfaces. In conclusion, designed roughness is a powerful strategy to tune friction by controlling the local surface slope of the sliding surfaces.

### 3.2. Scalability of geometrical control of friction

The control over frictional forces via interface geometry and its quantitative understanding is promising, and the question is to what microscopic length scale we can push this. To address this question, we systematically decrease the scale of the roughness. To this end, we pattern an aluminium surface with decreasing patterning height, from 3 mm to 17 \( \mu m \); see Fig. 3(a). We pull an aluminium top surface with a single tooth, height of 3 mm and angle \( \theta_0 \) of 45\( ^\circ \), over the patterned surface and measure the pulling force. To resolve the monitored friction force even for the smallest sawteeth, the sliding speed at which the smallest peaks are measured is decreased down to 0.05 mm/s. As previously, we observe plateaus in the measured pulling force for the largest teeth. As seen in Fig. 3(a), there is a clear plateau for teeth with a height of 3 mm, which is only partly compensated for smaller teeth, as they become smaller, the friction plateaus cover a smaller distance and start to look more like friction peaks. However, the friction peak force corresponding to the smallest teeth with heights down to 17 \( \mu m \) no longer matches the friction plateau heights measured for larger teeth with the same angle. We show the maximum friction coefficient as a function of the patterning height \( h \), shown as black circles in Fig. 3(b). As expected, the sliding friction for a triangular pattern with a height of \( \approx 0.2-3 \) mm is in agreement with the model, represented with the horizontal part of the dashed line. For smaller heights, there is a significant deviation. Such a deviation is not visible if we pattern the surface with a smaller angle of \( \theta_0 = 20^\circ \).

The decrease of the sliding friction for the \( \theta_0 = 45^\circ \) surface when the height of the triangular tooth is smaller than 200 \( \mu m \) [Fig. 3(b)] can in fact be explained with the limited resolution of the fabrication technique. Both the actual patterning angle \( \theta \) and the surface roughness \( S_q \) change as the teeth become smaller. When an angle \( \theta = 45^\circ \) is aimed for, the actual angle is smaller when the teeth are small (Fig. S2). In addition to a decrease of the angle \( \theta \) for smaller patterns, an increase in surface roughness is observed (Fig. S3), which results in an increase of the microscopic friction coefficient \( \mu_0 \) (see S3 for a detailed discussion). When using the actual values of the macroscopic and microscopic coefficients in our geometrical friction model, the observed variation of the friction coefficient \( \mu_{\text{max}} \) [dashed lines in Fig. 3(b)] is well reproduced. The decrease of the measured friction coefficient for smaller patterns is therefore the result of a decrease of the actual angle \( \theta \) which is partly compensated by an increase of the surface roughness and is the result of limited fabrication resolution. This also explains why the data for \( \theta_0 = 20^\circ \) agree with the model; the manufactured angle is much closer to the target value. The data are therefore in good agreement with the expected maximum friction coefficient \( \mu_{\text{max}} \) [Eq. (2)] that is presented in Fig. 3(b) as the red (continuous) line. Therefore, with a smaller designed angle \( \theta \) the friction can be tuned. In conclusion, designer roughness is an efficient strategy to artificially increase friction, but is ultimately limited by the manufacturing techniques employed. A fine characterization of the surface topography at multiple scales does however allow for a quantitative prediction of the friction force with our model, down to length scales of several tens of micrometers. The fact that we still need a microscopic friction coefficient to describe the data implies that Coulombic or adhesive friction on smaller scales still contributes significantly to the measured friction force.

### 3.3. On-the-fly control of geometrical friction

As mentioned in the introduction and methods section, we further explored the possibility of dynamic friction control through kirigami patterning of the sliding surfaces. In kirigami, the surface roughness can be controlled externally by stretching the material [25–27]. Rafsanjani et al. made use of this technique to tune on-demand the texturing of a kirigami metamaterial sheet [22]. The authors designed a bioinspired robotic snake that, due to repeated stretching and releasing of the kirigami skin that forms triangular scales when stretched, can crawl forward, similar to a real snake [28–31]. The formation of on-demand texturing, based on kirigami scales that point out-of-plane, is
Fig. 4. Sliding experiments on a kirigami metamaterial. (a) A kirigami patterning is laser-cut in a Mylar sheet. (b) A macroscopic out-of-plane surface roughness, i.e., scales pointing outwards, can be actuated for increasing in-plane uniaxial strain \( \varepsilon \). (c) kirigami angle \( \theta_k \) for increasing strain \( \varepsilon \). The black continuous line is a fit, see S5 for more details. (d) Side-view of the sliding experiment when sliding against the formed kirigami scales. The slider has a single triangular tooth pattern with an angle of \( \theta_T = 45^\circ \). (e) Pulling force \( F_T \) as a function of the sliding distance \( d \) when the slider is pulled against the kirigami scales pointing upward with an angle of \( \theta_k = 23^\circ \). In continuous red (top) and blue (bottom) lines, the calculated friction coefficient for, respectively, the maximum [Eq. (2)] and minimum [Eq. (2)]. (f) Friction coefficient \( \mu \) as a function of the measured kirigami angle \( \theta_k \) for sliding against the scales. In continuous lines the calculated friction coefficients are shown [Eqs. (2), (3), and (54)]. (g–i) The sliding experiment when performed along the kirigami scales.

very similar to the triangular tooth patterns. The kirigami metamaterial surface then allows to tune the friction by externally controlling its roughness.

To get control over the roughness, we laser cut a mylar sheet with a triangular pattern (see S4 for more experimental details) and perform sliding experiments while controlling the in-plane uniaxial strain \( \varepsilon \) on the metamaterial surface: the larger the strain, the more the scales will stick out with a large angle. In Fig. 4(a) and (b) we show the kirigami metamaterial for zero and large strain. The scales point upwards with an angle \( \theta_k \) that can be quantified visually from the side; see Fig. 4(c). We perform sliding experiments with a single triangular tooth \( \theta_T = 45^\circ \) patterned surface pulled horizontally along the kirigami scales as shown in, respectively, Fig. 4(d) and (g).

The measured pulling forces again roughly have a square wave shape, similarly as was found for the triangular tooth patterned surfaces [Fig. 4(e) and (h)]. The square wave is distorted by periodic peaks in the pulling force, which correspond to the moment at which the slider snaps from the top of the kirigami scales and after which the force reaches a plateau. These plateaus allow once more to define the maximum, minimum, and average friction coefficients and to plot it as a function of \( \theta_k \) [Fig. 4(f) and (i)] for the same kirigami stretched to various strains, hence with various roughness angles \( \theta_k \). To quantitatively capture these results we apply the exact same geometrical friction model as before for the triangular teeth with the important distinction that the slope between friction force and sliding direction is redefined according to the geometry of the kirigami teeth (S5). Importantly, our model again accurately predicts the tunable friction.

Again, the smallest angle \( \theta \), that is either the kirigami scale angle \( \theta_k \) or the angle of the top surface \( \theta_T \), sets the friction coefficient. Due to the anisotropic nature of the scales, we find that the measured maximum and minimum friction coefficient are also very anisotropic: they depend on the sliding direction and show strongly asymmetric friction, as also expected from our model.

In addition, the measured average friction coefficient [shown as the green (colour online) circles in Fig. 4(f)] is very high and seems to be rather \( \theta_k \)-independent when sliding against the pattern. In contrast, it increases smoothly with \( \theta_k \) when sliding with the pattern, shown in Fig. 4(i). The high and rather constant value of the friction coefficient when sliding against the pattern is likely due to the compliance of the kirigami scales; as the slider builds up the friction force, the scales are bend upwards leading to a larger angle and a larger friction force than calculated. A similar but opposite effect can be noted in Fig. 4(i) where the measured maximum friction is slightly lower than the calculated friction. Nonetheless, the asymmetry of the kirigami metamaterial decreases with increasing strain and can be geometrically
calculated, as discussed in S5. The green (colour online) lines in Fig. 4(f) and (i) are the weighted average friction coefficient based on the asymmetric path lengths [respectively Eqs. (S4) and (S5)]. Thus, also the kirigami metamaterial surfaces agree with the simple picture of Coulombic geometrical friction presented here.

4. Discussion

The influence of macroscopic geometrical patterns on friction can be applied to various tribological systems; earthquake dynamics [4,5] and anisotropic friction by surface patterns [32,33] have been modelled based on their macroscopic surface geometry. A similar model has been introduced to describe the microscopic friction coefficient based on the surface height variations of surfaces [34,35]. However, modelling the influence of the surface roughness with this geometrical model was not satisfactory; the real contact area that is formed and the shear stress prior to sliding on the asperity-level is rather more complex [36]. In the model presented here, we separate the rather complex (adhesive) friction coefficient $\mu_a$ from the geometrical part for macroscopic surface roughness.

With the artificial macroscopic surface roughness the sliding friction can be tuned by more than an order of magnitude, which can in addition be explained using a simple geometrical model that takes into account the geometry-dependent Coulombic friction between the two surfaces. The slope, quantified with the angle, of the surface patterning and the commensurability of patterned surfaces enables direct control on the sliding friction. In addition, a kirigami metamaterial surface allows to apply this understanding of geometrical friction to enable external and on-demand control of the friction force. The understanding of how friction can be tuned with macroscopic surface patterns can be valuable for applications in locomotion, such as modulating the friction of a shoe sole with designed surface patterns [27], or for applications in finger–surface contact in which the interplay between grip and surface texturing can be exploited [20].

5. Conclusion

In summary, we have presented sliding experiments of sliders with macroscopic surface patterning and shown the influence of the patterning slope of the surfaces. A simple geometrical model describes the measured sliding friction based on the macroscopic geometry together with the microscopic friction coefficient $\mu_0$.
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